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Mohan is a sweet little boy who comes to the school everyday. 

He has been comfortable in the school from the beginning. He 

never cries. But the only problem he had was that he felt 

uncomfortable with others and took time to get used to a 

classroom and thus he had problem coming inside the group. It 

went on for a week. After that he started coming to the group 

automatically and participated in all the activities. He became 

very happy after coming to the group and made friends with 

everyone. He talks to everyone in village language. He has a caring nature. He always comes forward 

to help everyone. He always comes to school wearing clean clothes. He needed help to brush his teeth 

at the beginning, and now he is able to brush by himself. He does not come to the dining hall to eat 

food. He plays in the sandpit during lunch time. He completely refuses to eat, if didi calls him. 

Chanting 

During circle time he sits silently with open eyes as he feels uneasy to sit with closed eyes. He chants 

the mantras loudly. He also likes to sing with the group. Sometimes when he finds some words difficult 

to pronounce, he just keeps quiet without opening his mouth. He does the actions while singing. He 

feels comfortable with everyone.  



Drawing 

He loves to scribble colours on the drawing sheet.  He always uses 

light colours and takes his time to complete his work. He is never in a 

hurry to finish it. If he finishes his work before time, he goes to his 

friends to help them. He seems to take less interest in freehand 

drawing. So he leaves the paper blank and returns it to didi at the end. 

Dance 

He feels very shy to dance in front of others. He only dances when he 

feels that he is not being watched. When he has eye contact with 

anyone while dancing, he suddenly stops. But he will overcome his 

shyness soon. 

Games 

Out of all the activities he enjoys games the most and he also participates 

actively in all the exercises like running, jumping, joint exercises and plays 

the games energetically. He utilizes his energy to develop his gross motor 

skills. 

 

Mathematics  

Mohan is trying his best to learn counting. He has learnt counting till 10 

but still needs help of didi in the math class. When he is given any object, 

then he plays with them but loses his interest soon and keeps looking 

around. 

 



Movie 

While watching rhymes he sits properly. After watching two or three 

rhymes he loses interest and concentration and then looks for 

excuses to go out. 

Mohan always takes advantage of the opportunities given in the 

school and enjoys it fully. He now has improved his appetite and eats 

the healthy food provided in the school for his better nourishment. 

 


